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In media res

racing with Alice

Representing even simple information is hard. Let's race

through this table:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ASCII_Code_Chart-Quick_ref_card.png


Early devices
tally systems

Clay tablets, read-only when baked,

read/write when sundried,

havebeen in use for at least 5,000 years.

Abacuses, or abaci, have been

in use for nearly as long

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tablet_Rimush_Louvre_AO5476.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gregor_Reisch,_Margarita_Philosophica,_1508_(1230x1615).png


Number systems and gears
ancient world

Hindu-Arabic numbers: positional notation,

and zero over 2000 years ago

slick algorithms, e.g. long multiplication

Antikythera mechanism

make us re-think

ancient technical skills

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bakhshali_numerals_2.jpg


Gears and rules
machine age

Add powers (logs) to multiply

quickly, extract roots

Read the gears to

extract taxes | Pascaline

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pocket_slide_rule.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Arts_et_Metiers_Pascaline_dsc03869.jpg


Looms and engines
industrial revolution

Jacquard loom combined

steam and punch cards

for automatic patterns

Babbages di�erence engine

would have evaluated

polynomials like 3x 3 + 5x 2
� 7x + 9

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jacquard.loom.cards.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Babbage_Difference_Engine.jpg


gears, pins, and electricity
digital and analog before tubes

data stored in punched cards

manipulated by pins and

electricity last for decades

analog computers model world

using smoothly-varying quantities

such as water

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:HollerithMachine.CHM.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HXjLW7v-II
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MONIAC.jpg


programmable or electronic. . .
. . . but not both?

\programmable" (cards) but

not electronic (relays)

the Zuse Z1

electronic but not programmable

dedicated to one calculation

the Atanoso�-Berry

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Z3_Deutsches_Museum.JPG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Atanasoff-Berry_Computer_at_Durhum_Center.jpg


when computers were women
for a while

Eniac's �rst programmers were women

known for clear-thinking, manual dexterity, and speed

. . . human labour was cheaper than computer cycles

dozens of cubic metres, programmed by connecting pins

http://www.columbia.edu/cu/computinghistory/eniac1.html


stored programs, faster switches
getting modern

the same memory for data

and programs is now

the typical design

tubes were big, hot, slow

compared to transistors

. . . which just keep shrinking

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/84/Von_Neumann_architecture.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:12AE10CompactronTube.jpg


your (grand)parent's computer
smaller, faster . . .

perhaps thanks to sputnik

the computing power of eniac

�ts in your hand by 1970

mass-produced desktops

landed with a clunk

by 1980s

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Intel_4004.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ibm_pc_5150.jpg
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